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Joint Precoder and Equalizer Design for Multi-User
Multi-Cell MIMO VLC Systems
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Abstract—In multi-user multi-cell multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) visible light communication (VLC) systems, inter-
cell interference (ICI) and inter-user interference (IUI) are the two
key factors that could severely degrade the system performance.
In this paper, for the first time, a novel joint precoder and equal-
izer design based on interference alignment is proposed to mitigate
both IUI and ICI in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems
under imperfect channel state information (CSI). The proposed
approach aims to choose proper precoder and receiving equal-
izer to minimize the mean square error (MSE) under the unique
optical power constraints in VLC. Furthermore, we consider opti-
cal channel estimation error in our formulated joint optimization
problem when designing the joint precoder and receiving equalizer
in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems. Numerical results
show that the proposed design achieves a better performance un-
der different users locations, channel estimation errors, and trans-
mitter/receiver spacing, compared to the existing minimum mean
square error (MMSE) and max-rate designs. Especially, when the
transmit optical power is 12 W per light emitting diode (LED)
lamp, our proposed design achieves a sum rate improvement of
up to 18.2% and 28.7% as compared with the MMSE and max-
rate designs, respectively. In addition, the proposed design can save
about 1.4 and 4.3 W optical power per LED lamp as compared with
the MMSE and max-rate designs, respectively, at a target bit error
rate (BER) of 10−3.

Index Terms—Visible light communication, multi-user multi-
cell MIMO, transceiver design, interference alignment, imperfect
channel state information.

I. INTRODUCTION

V ISIBLE light communication (VLC) based on white light
emitting diodes (LEDs) has been emerging as a promis-

ing technology for indoor wireless communications, due to its
many distinct advantages such as low cost, abundant bandwidth
and free from electromagnetic interference [1]. However, the
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capacity of VLC systems is greatly limited by the small mod-
ulation bandwidth of LEDs. So far, various techniques have
been proposed to enhance the system capacity, such as multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission [2], [3], frequency
domain equalization (FDE) techniques [4], spectral-efficient
modulation schemes such as orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) [5]–[7], and so on.

Recently, the concept of optical attocells has been introduced
in practical VLC systems, where each of the LED lamps creates
an optical attocell configuration [8]–[10] and serves multiple
users within its illuminated area. Such a cellular indoor VLC
system is referred to as a multi-cell VLC system [11], and the
respective illumination areas of the adjacent cells are inevitably
overlapped with each other. When the users are located in the
overlapped area, their performance may be greatly degraded due
to the severe inter-cell interference (ICI) [8]–[11]. Various ap-
proaches have been proposed to mitigate ICI in multi-cell VLC
systems, including color-shift-keying (CSK) modulation [12],
digitally filtering signal bands before reception [13], or optical
differential detection [14]. However, all the above approaches
[10]–[12] require special designs at transmitters or receivers.
For example, the CSK modulation should need the use of red,
green and blue LEDs, which limits its applications. As an ef-
fective way to eliminate ICI, precoding has also been applied in
multi-cell VLC systems [11], [15]–[18]. Two linear precoders
based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) method were
proposed to minimize the mean-square error (MSE) in multi-
ple coordinated VLC attocells under imperfect channel state
information (CSI) [15], [16], where all the LED transmitters are
assumed to be coordinated through an optical power line com-
munication (PLC) link. In [17], the authors have studied several
forms of cell cooperation in multi-user multi-cell VLC systems,
and designed an optimal zero forcing (ZF) precoder to maximize
the achievable sum capacity of users. Moreover, two centralized
and decentralized transmit power allocation approaches based
on optical code division multiple- access technique were devel-
oped to support multiple users in multi-cell VLC systems [18],
and the MMSE filter at the receiver was designed to diminish
ICI effectively.

In indoor MIMO VLC systems, each cell in a multi-cell VLC
system is expected to simultaneously support multiple users
and each user may receive signals that are broadcasted from the
LED transmitters but intended to other users within the same
cell. This kind of interference is referred to as the inter-user
interference (IUI) [19], which is another critical issue that can
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greatly degrade the system performance in multi-user VLC sys-
tems. In [19]–[23], the transmitter precoding was proposed to
mitigate IUI in multi-user VLC systems. In [20], transmitter
precoding design was achieved by solving the sum rate maxi-
mization problem subject to the optical power constraints. The
work in [21] reported a MIMO OFDM technique in multi- user
VLC systems, and investigated the system capacity. In [22], an
optical adaptive precoder was proposed to enhance the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) performance in multi-user
MIMO VLC systems. However, the precoders in [19]–[23] were
only proposed for single-cell VLC systems where only the IUI
was considered while the ICI was neglected. In practical ap-
plications, both ICI and IUI should be taken into consideration
when implementing an indoor multi-user multi- cell MIMO
VLC system. In recent years, the interference alignment (IA)
technique has been proposed to efficiently separate the desired
signal from the interference in wireless radio frequency (RF)
communication systems [24]–[27], which has also been applied
in VLC systems. In [28], [29], IA was explored in a multi-user
VLC system by assuming perfect CSI. However, the CSI is not
always perfectly available at LED transmitters [30], [31], and
the assumption of perfect CSI is not practical for VLC sys-
tems. Hence, a blind IA scheme was proposed to achieve the
system capacity without CSI at the transmitter in multi-user
MIMO VLC systems [32]. However, the works in [23], [32]
only considered a single cell, and did not extend the framework
to multi-cell VLC systems where the ICI mitigation is a key
challenge. As a result, how to design the precoder or equalizer
to mitigate both ICI and IUI for indoor multi-user multi-cell
MIMO VLC systems is still a key challenge.

In this paper, we firstly propose a novel joint precoder and
equalizer design based on IA to mitigate both ICI and IUI for
multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems in the presence of
imperfect CSI. To achieve the optimal transmit precoder and re-
ceiving equalizer, we formulate the joint optimization problem
through minimizing the mean-squared error (MSE) under the
unique optical power constraints (real-valued and non-negative
transmitted signals and the output optical power of each LED
transmitter should be controlled in the limited linear range [16],
[19], [30]) in VLC, which is different from the transceiver design
in RF communication systems [33], [34]. The proposed design
aims to mitigate both the IUI and ICI effectively, as well as main-
tain the bit error rate (BER) at the lowest level. Furthermore, we
take into account the channel estimation error in our formulated
joint optimization problem when designing the optimal precoder
and receiving equalizer in multi-user multi-cell MIMO-VLC
systems. We investigate the impact of different users locations,
channel estimation errors and LED/photodetector (PD) spacing
levels on the system capacity and BER performance. Numerical
results show that the proposed design achieves higher system ca-
pacity and BER improvements under imperfect CSI, compared
with the existing MMSE and max-rate designs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
describe the model of a multi-user multi-cell MIMO-VLC sys-
tem. Section III presents the joint precoder and equalizer design
based on IA, and the solution to the optimization problem is also

Fig. 1. An indoor four-cell MIMO VLC system with the overlapped areas.

provided. The analysis in terms of the behavior of the proposed
design is presented in Section IV. Section V provides the simu-
lation results and discussions. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper.

Notation: IN denotes an identity matrix. E[·] is the expec-
tation operator. RN×M denotes the set of N ×M dimensional
real-valued numbers, RN×M

+ represents the set of N ×M -
dimensional non-negative real-valued numbers. (·)T , Tr{·}
and (·)−1 denote the transpose, the trace and the inverse of a
matrix/vector, respectively. || · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm,
|| · ||l denotes the l-norm, vec(·) is the vectorization operator,
and⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. abs(·) denotes an element-
wise absolute operator and 1 denotes a vector whose elements
are all 1.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In practical indoor environments, multiple LED lamps are
usually installed to set up a VLC system to satisfy lighting and
communication requirements of users, as shown in Fig. 1. As
in [16], we assume that these LED lamps fully cooperate with
each other through a PLC backbone network to broadcast in-
formation to multiple users simultaneously, and exchange the
users information (such as the channel gains) with each LED
lamp through the PLC controller in the VLC system. There are
multiple LED lamps establishing optical attocells to communi-
cate with multiple users within its illuminated area, where each
cell has multiple LED lamps and each user is equipped with
multiple PDs [8]–[10]. Such a cellular indoor VLC system is
referred to as a multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC system in this
paper.

A. Transmitter Model

In the multi-user multi-cell MIMO-VLC system, some users
suffer from ICI when they are located in the overlapped areas in
addition to the IUI. Especially, the users who are located in the
completely overlapped area may suffer from severe ICI, leading
to the drastic performance degradation. We assume that the
VLC system has B cells and broadcasts information to K users
with each user being equipped with Nr PDs. Each cell has Nt
down-facing LEDs as transmitters. The k-th user in cell b is
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denoted as the user . In this paper, we consider the on-off
keying (OOK) modulation as it is typically applied in VLC
systems, and sk,b ∈ define as the data stream transmitted to
the user (k, b). sk,b is assumed to be a non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) OOK signal which has a zero mean (i.e., E{sk,b} = 0)
. Since VLC systems employ the intensity modulation/direct
detection (IM/DD) technique, the transmitted signal should be
real-valued and non-negative. This means that a direct current
(DC) component should be added to make sure the transmitted
data is non-negative. In addition, LEDs have a limited linear
drive current range where the output optical power linearly
increases with the drive current [35].

With the transmitter precoding strategy and the DC compo-
nent addition, the signal vector transmitted by the LED lamps
in cell b can be expressed as

xb = Vbsb + pb =
K∑

k=1

vk,bsk,b + pb (1)

where Vb = [v1,b , . . . ,vk,b , . . . ,vK,b ] is the precoding matrix
in cell b and vk,b ∈ RNt × 1 is the precoding vector for the user
(k, b); sb = [s1,b , . . . , sk,b , . . . , sK,b ]T is the real-valued source
symbol vector; and pb = [p1,b , . . . , pNt ,b ]

T ∈ RNt×1
+ denotes

the DC offset optical power vector which is used to guarantee
the non-negativity of the transmitted signal and adjust the illu-
mination level in the room. The signal xn,b transmitted by the
n-th LED lamp in cell b can be given by

xn,b =
K∑

k=1

vn,k,bsk,b + pn,b (2)

where vn,k,b is the element of Vb in the n-th row and k-th
column. From (1) and (2), the non-negative transmitted signal
in VLC systems imposes the optical constraints on the precoding
matrix Vb in each cell. Since we choose the OOK modulation
with sk,b ∈ {±1}, the data signal before adding the DC offset
at the n-th LED lamp in cell b satisfies

−
K∑

k=1

|vn,k,b | ≤
K∑

k=1

vn,k,bsk,b ≤
K∑

k=1

|vn,k,b | (3)

In order to ensure that LED lamps can operate in the limited
liner optical power range, the data signal transmitted at each
LED lamp satisfies

−
K∑

k=1

|vn,k,b | + pn,b ≤ xn,b ≤
K∑

k=1

|vn,k,b | + pn,b (4)

To ensure that the LED lamp drive optical power in the lin-
ear region of [pmin , pmax], where pmin and pmax denote the
minimum and maximum values of the optical power. Then,
combining (2), (3) and (4), we have

⎧
⎨

⎩

pn,b −
∑K

k=1 |vn,k,b | ≥ pmin

pn,b +
∑K

k=1 |vn,k,b | ≤ pmax

(5)

Rearranging the inequalities in (5), we can get the constraint
of each precoding element of Vb

K∑

k=1

|vn,k,b | = ‖vn,b‖1

≤ min {pn,b − pmin , pmax − pn,b} , ∀n, ∀b (6)

where vn,b is the n-th row vector of Vb . The constraint in
(6) enables to select available precoding matrix Vb in practical
indoor environments.

B. Receiver Model

At the receiver, the received signal is detected by the PDs of
each user and converted back to a digital signal. Then, for the
user (k, b), the received signal after the direct detection can be
given by

yk,b = Hb
k,bvk,bsk,b︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+
B∑

b ′ 	=b
ρb

′
k,b

K∑

m=1

Hb ′
k,bvm,b ′sm,b ′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ICI

+
K∑

�=1,� 	=k
Hb
k,bv�,bs�,b

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IUI

+

⎛

⎝Hb
k,bpb+

B∑

b ′ 	=b
ρb

′
k,bH

b ′
k,bpb ′

⎞

⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DCbias

+ nk,b (7)

where ρb
′
k,b denotes a set of binary variables, i.e., ρb

′
k,b ∈ {0, 1},

which indicates whether the user (k, b) receives ICI from the
adjacent cell b′ or not. If the user (k, b) receives ICI from the cell
b′, then ρb

′
k,b = 1; otherwise ρb

′
k,b = 0 . Hb ′

k,b ∈ RNr ×Nt
+ denotes

the optical channel matrix from the LED lamps in cell b′ to the
user (k, b). In (7), we can see that the received signal consists
of five terms. The first term is the desired signal, the second and
third terms are the ICI and IUI, respectively, the fourth term is the
DC offset, and the last one is the additive Gaussian noise vector
with zero-mean and variance of δ2

k,b , which consists of the shot

noise and thermal noise in VLC systems [15]. We define hj,ik ,b,b ′
as the optical channel gain from the j-th LED lamp in cell b′ to
the i-th PD of the user (k, b), and hj,ik ,b,b ′ is one of the elements of

Hb ′
k,b . ψj,ik ,b,b ′ and ψc denote the angle of incidence and the half-

angle field-of-view (FOV) of the receiver, respectively. When
0 ≤ ψj,ik ,b,b ′ ≤ ψ, hj,ik ,b,b ′ can be expressed as

hj,ik ,b,b ′ =
Aj,i
k,b,b ′

(dj,ik ,b,b ′)
2R0(φ

j,i
k ,b,b ′)Ts(ψ

j,i
k ,b,b ′)g(ψ

j,i
k ,b,b ′) cosψj,ik ,b,b ′

(8)

where Aj,i
k,b,b ′ is the active area of the PD, φj,ik ,b,b ′ is the angle of

irradiance, dj,ik ,b,b ′ denotes the distance and Ts(ψ
j,i
k ,b,b ′) is opti-

cal filter gain. g(ψj,ik ,b,b ′) is the optical concentrator gain. If 0 ≤
ψj,ik ,b,b ′ ≤ ψc , g(ψ

j,i
k ,b,b ′) = η/sin2ψc ; otherwise, g(ψj,ik ,b,b ′) = 0,

where η is the refractive index. Assuming that the LEDs ra-
diation pattern is modelled as the Lambertian pattern, the
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radiant intensity R0(φ
j,i
k ,b,b ′) can be expressed as: R0(φ

j,i
k ,b,b ′) =

(ϑ+ 1)cosϑ (φj,ik ,b,b ′)/2π, where ϑ = ln 2/(ln cosφ1/2) denotes
the order of Lambertian emission with φ1/2 being the LEDs
semi-angle at half power.

Applying the linear equalizers at receivers, the user (k, b)
achieves its own desired signal by equalizing the received signal
through multiplying a receiving equalizer vector uk,b ∈ RNr ×1.
Then, the signal for the user (k, b) after DC removal can be
expressed as

ỹk,b =
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

ρb
′
k,bu

T
k,bH

b ′
k,bvm,b ′sm,b ′ + uT

k,bnk,b (9)

From (9), the system aims to properly mitigate the interfer-
ence (IUI and ICI) and recover the desired signal for each user
successfully. As multiple LED lamps are cooperating with each
other based on a PLC controller, different cells can exchange
information (channel state information, precoders and DC off-
set) to perform the proposed design based on IA, which will be
discussed in the next section.

III. IA BASED JOINT PRECODER AND EQUALIZER DESIGN

In this section, we propose a novel joint precoder and re-
ceiving equalizer design based on IA for multi-user multi-cell
MIMO VLC systems. As each user aims to recover its own de-
sired signal successfully, the interference (IUI and ICI) should
be aligned into the subspace that is orthogonal to the receiving
equalizer uk,b , and the dimension of the signal space of the de-
sired signal needs to be equal to the number of the data streams.
Therefore, the conditions for the ideal IA under perfect CSI are
given as follows [24]–[27]

uT
k,bH

b
k,bv�,b = 0, ∀� 	= k (10a)

uT
k,bH

b ′
k,bvm,b ′ = 0, ∀b′ 	= b,∀m (10b)

rank
{
uT
k,bH

b
k,bvk,b

}
= d, ∀k, b (10c)

vT
k,bvk,b = Id ,uT

k,buk,b = Id (10d)

where d is the number of transmitted data streams, and we set
d = 1 in this paper. In addition, (10a) and (10b) imply that
both IUI and ICI are perfectly mitigated, and (10c) satisfies the
number of the transmitted data streams per user. The goal of
the IA scheme in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems
is to design optimal precoders and receiving equalizers as in
(10a)–(10c) to align the unwanted IUI and ICI without suppress-
ing the desired signal at each receiver. In addition, the subjection
in (10d) shows the precoder vk,b and receiving equalizer uk,b
being orthogonal, which has the same goal with the conditions in
(10a), (10b) and (10c) when we apply the IA scheme [24]–[27].

However, the standard IA schemes are sensitive to the chan-
nel estimation error [24]–[27], [36]. Under the practical channel
conditions, both IUI and ICI cannot be perfectly mitigated, re-
sulting in the performance degradation in VLC systems. There-
fore, in the following subsection, we will consider the channel
estimation error in our proposed design.

A. Channel Uncertainty Model

In practical MIMO VLC systems, the CSI is not perfectly
available, and hence the channel estimation error should be
taken into account. We set Hb ′

k,b and Ĥb
k,b as the perfect CSI

and estimated CSI, respectively, and ΔĤb ′
k,b is the channel es-

timation uncertainty which is assumed as the Gaussian model
with zero mean and covariance matrix {ΔĤb ′

k,bΔĤb ′ T
k,b } = δ2

eId
[16]. We assume that ΔĤb ′

k,b is independent of Ĥb ′
k,b [16]. For

simplicity, we assume all channel uncertainties {ΔĤb ′
k,b} have

an equal variance δ2
e .

Then, considering the estimation inaccuracy, the channel ma-
trix Ĥb ′

k,b and the norm-bounded channel uncertainty ΔĤb ′
k,b can

be given by [16]

Hb ′
k,b = Ĥb

k,b + ΔĤb
k,b

Ωb ′
k,b =

{
ΔĤb ′

k,b |Tr{ΔĤb ′
k,bΔĤb ′T

k,b } ≤ ε
}

(11)

where ε is the radius of the channel uncertainty region. For
simplicity, we assume that the channel uncertainty regions of all
channel gains are the same.

B. MMSE

In order to recover the data from the received signal, we
design the optimal precoder and receiving equalizer based on
the MMSE criterion, i.e., minimizing the MSE of each user in
the VLC system. Then, the MSE between the recovered data
and the transmitted data of the user (k, b) can be expressed as

ΦMSE ,k ,b =
[∥∥uT

k,byk,b − sk,b
∥∥2

F

]

=
[
Tr

{(
uT
k,byk,b − sk,b

) (
uT
k,byk,b − sk,b

)T
}]

=

[
μ2Tr

{
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

uT
k,bH

b ′
k,bvm,b ′vT

m,b ′H
b ′T
k,buk,b

− vT
k,bH

b ′T
k,buk,b − uT

k,bH
b ′
k,bvk,b

]}
+ μ2 (12)

In (12), we assume the transmitted data {sk,bsm,b ′ } = 0,
k 	= � and b′ 	= b , and the noise vector nk,b are independent
of sk,b and Hb

k,b [26], [30]. denotes the covariance of μ2.
The objective function ΦMSE ,k ,b in (12) doesn’t consider the

channel estimation error. Taking the channel uncertainty (11)
into account, the function in (12) can be modified as

�

Φ
MSE ,k ,b

≤ μ2Tr

(
uT
k,b

[
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

Ĥb ′
k,bvm,b ′vT

m,b ′Ĥ
b ′T
k,b

+
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

εTr
{
vm,b ′vT

m,b ′
}
INr

]
uk,b

−vTk,bĤ
b ′T
k,buk,b − uT

k,bĤ
b ′T
k,bvk,b

)
+ μ2 (13)
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From (12) and (13), our goal is to design the optimal trans-
mit precoder vk,b and receiving equalizer uk,b based on IA to
minimize the MSE for the multi-user multi-cell VLC system
while satisfying the optical power constraints (6). Then, the
optimization problem can be formulated as

min
vk , b ,uk , b ,∀k,∀b

B∑

b=1

K∑

k=1

�

ΦMSE ,k ,b (14a)

s.t. vT
k,bvk,b = Id ,∀k,∀b (14b)

uT
k,buk,b = Id ,∀k,∀b (14c)

‖vn,b‖1 ≤ min {pn,b − pmin , pmax − pn,b} ,∀n,∀b (14d)

C. Solution for Joint Precoder and Equalizer Design

As we can see, the problem in (14) is a joint optimization
problem since the transmit precoders and receiving equalizers
are involved and the optimization problem in (14) is not convex
with these variables, which is hard to solve in general. Here, we
divide it into two subproblems and solve them individually, and
then optimize the precoder and equalizer iteratively by applying
an iteration scheme.

1) Transmit Precoder Selection: Without loss of generality,
we aim to achieve the optimal precoder of each cell by solving
the problem in (14) when the receiving equalizer set {uk,b} of
all users in all cells are given. However, it is hard to implement
the traditional optimization algorithms with the relaxations due
to the element-wise absolute operator in the constraint (14d).
Hence, we apply a matrix analysis to transform the optimization
problem into a convex linearly constrained quadratic program
(LCQP) [37]. According to the matrix analysis [37], we have the
properties that Tr{ABAT} = vec(A)(B ⊗ I)vec(A)T and
Tr{AB} = Tr{BA}. In the VLC system, the matrixes and
vectors are all real values, hence the first part of the objective
function in (13) is rewritten as

Tr
{
uT

k,bĤ
b ′
k,bvm ,b ′vT

m ,b ′Ĥb ′T
k,b uk,b

}

= vec
(
vT
m,b ′

)T
(
Ĥb ′T
k,buk,bu

T
k,bĤ

b ′
k,b ⊗ INr

)
vec

(
vT
m,b ′

)

(15)

The above term is quadratic and hence other parts in (13)
are linear or constant. For the above analysis, we can transform
the optimization problem in (14) into a convex LCQP problem.
And a Matlab software package is used to solve convex LCQP
problems based on the semi-definite programming (SDP) (called
CVX [38]), which can effectively achieve the optimal precoder
Vb of each cell by solving the transformed problem when the
receiving equalizer set {uk,b} of all users in all cells are given.

2) Receiving Equalizer Selection: Since the constraint (14d)
has nothing to do with the equalizer at each receiver, when
the precoder Vb of each cell is given, the corresponding op-
timization problem under the channel estimation error can be

Algorithm 1: Iterative Scheme for the Joint Design of vk,b
and uk,b .
Initialization:
1: Set the optical power level pb for each cell;
2: Initialize the unitary precoder matrix vk,b , ∀k,∀b and
satisfy the constraint (14d)
3: Set the desired accuracy ζ and the maximum number of
iterations Nmax , let n = 1;
Repeat:
4: Given the precoder set {Vb}Bb=1, compute uk,b based on
(18);
5: With all the receiving equalizer uk,b , ∀k, ∀b, update vk,b
by using the CVX software;
6: n := n+ 1;
7: Until 1

B

∑B
b=1 ||Vb(n) − Vb(n)||2 ≤ ζ or n ≥ Nmax ,

go to the next step;
Output: vk,b and uk,b , ∀k, ∀b.

expressed as

min
uk , b ,∀k,∀b

B∑

b=1

K∑

k=1

�

ΦMSE ,k ,b (16a)

s.t. uT
k,buk,b = Id ,∀k,∀b (16b)

In order to achieve the receiving equalizer uk,b , we differen-

tiate
�

ΦMSE ,k ,b with respect to uk,b [22], and get the following
equation

∂
�

ΦMSE ,k ,b

∂uk,b
= uT

k,b

(
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

Ĥb ′
k,bvm,b ′vT

m,b ′Ĥ
b ′T
k,b

+
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

εTr
{
Vm,b ′VT

m,b ′
}
INr

)
− VT

k,bĤ
b ′T
k,b (17)

Then, we set ∂
�

ΦMSE ,k ,b/∂uk,b equal to zero, the optimal
receiving equalizer for the user (k, b) can be obtained by

u∗
k,b =

(
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

Ĥb ′
k,bvm,b ′vT

m,b ′Ĥ
b ′T
k,b

+
B∑

b ′=1

K∑

m=1

εTr
{
vm,b ′vT

m,b ′
}
INr

)−1

(18)

3) Iterative Algorithm: We apply an iterative method to up-
date the precoder vk,b and receiving equalizer uk,b for all
users in all cells iteratively, which is concisely presented in
Algorithm 1. The objective function in (14a) are reduced iter-
atively through adjusting and updating vk,b and uk,b at each
iteration. Hence, we can achieve the optimal precoder and re-
ceiving equalizer iteratively, and terminates when it converges.
After solving the optimization of the transmit precoder and re-
ceiving equalizer in the PLC controller, the LED transmitters
will send the information of the equalizer to each user [16], [19],
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[13], [30]. In addition, we will give the convergence analysis in
the next section.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Data Rate Loss

In this subsection, we analyze the data rate loss performance
of the proposed design. The data rate of the user (k, b) under
the channel estimation error is given by Rk,b = log2(1 + γk,b),
and γk,b is the received SINR, which can be given by

γk,b =

∥∥∥uT
k,b(Ĥ

b
k,b + ΔĤb

k,b)vk,b
∥∥∥

2

Ik,b + δ2
k,b

(19)

where Ik,b is the total interference of IUI and ICI to
the user Ik,b =

∑K
� 	=k ‖uT

k,b(Ĥ
b
k,b + ΔĤb

k,b)v�,b ||2 +
∑B

b ′ 	=b
ρb

′
k,b

∑K
m=1 ||uT

k,b(Ĥ
b ′
k,b + ΔĤb ′

k,b)vm,b ′ ||2.
Firstly, we define the rate loss of the user as (k, b) as ΔRk,b ,

which is the difference between the ideal data rate R̃k,b of the
user (k, b) with the ideal joint precoder and equalizer design
(where full CSI is known in advance) and the data rate Rk,b

with our proposed design. Then, the rate loss of the user (k, b)
is expressed as

ΔRk,b = R̃k,b −Rk,b

= E
[
log2

(
δ2
k,b +

∥∥ũT
k,bH

b
k,b ṽk,b

∥∥2
)]

− E
[
log2

(
δ2
k,b + Ik,b +

∥∥uT
k,bH

b
k,bvk,b

∥∥2
)]

− EΔ
[
log2

(
δ2
k,b

)]
+ E

[
log2

(
Ik,b + δ2

k,b

)]
(20)

where ṽk,b and ũk,b denote the ideal precoder and receiving
equalizer for the user (k, b). Since Ik,b ≥ 0, and log(·) is a
strictly monotonically increasing function, we can obtain

ΔRk,b ≤ E
[
log2

(
δ2
k,b +

∥∥ũT
k,bH

b
k,b ṽk,b

∥∥2
)]

− E
[
log2

(
δ2
k,b +

∥∥uT
k,bH

b
k,bvk,b

∥∥2
)]

+ E
[
log2

(
1 + Ik , b

δ 2
k , b

)]
(21)

Note E[log2(1 + ||ũT
k,bH

b
k,b ṽk,b ||2)] = E[log2(1 + ||uT

k,b

Hb
k,bvk,b ||2)], based on the Theorem 1 in [39]. Using the

Jensens inequality, the upper bound of the data rate loss of the
user is

ΔRk,b ≤ E
[
log2

(
1 + Ik,b/δ

2
)] ≤ log2

(
1 + E [Ik,b ]/δ2

k,b

)

(22)

From (20)–(22), we can comprehend that one of the key
effects on the data rate loss is determined by the power of the
interference leakage, such as IUI and ICI. Therefore, the design
of the precoder vk,b and receiving equalizer uk,b is important
in the multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems. Hence, this
paper proposes the joint precoder and equalizer design based on
IA for ICI and IUI mitigation in multi-user multi-cell MIMO
VLC systems.

B. Convergence of the Proposed Design

For the optimization problem in (14), we can observe that the
proposed design based on IA aims to minimize the objective
function in (14a) by using the iterative method to update the
precoder vk,b and receiving equalizer uk,b , k = 1, . . . ,K, b =
1, . . . , B. Firstly, we minimize the objective function (14a) by
fixing the set of the variables uk,b , k =, . . . ,K, b =, . . . , B, so
that the optimization problem in (14) reduces to a convex func-
tion of the variables vk,b , k = 1, . . . ,K, b = 1, . . . , B, which
can be solved by using the CVX tool. Then, by giving a set
of the precoder variables vk,b , k = 1, . . . ,K, b = 1, . . . , B,
we obtain the receiving equalizer variables uk,b , k = 1, . . . ,K,
b =, . . . , B by minimizing the objective function (14a). The ob-
jective function is nonnegative, and it is reduced by adjusting
the set of precoder and receiving equalizer variables at each it-
eration. As a result, the convergence of the proposed design can
be achieved [26].

C. Comparison With Existing Popular Designs

Generally, the MMSE design [15], [16], [30] and the sum-rate
maximization design [20] are the two existing popular designs
applied to improve the system performance in VLC systems.
However, the works in [15], [16], [30] only investigated the
system performance in single-cell VLC systems without con-
sidering ICI mitigation or in multi-cell VLC systems without
considering IUI mitigation. Hence, when applying these two
designs in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC system, the opti-
mization problems can be expressed as follows:

i) The joint precoder and receiving equalizer design based
on MMSE [15], [16], [19], [30] (denoted as the MMSE
design):

min
Vk , b ,Uk , b ,∀k,∀b

[||uT
k,byk,b − sk,b ||2F

]

s.t. ‖vn,b‖1 ≤min {pn,b − pmin , pmax − pn,b} , ∀n, ∀b
(23)

As the solution of the optimization problem in (23) is
similar to that in [30], we do not give the details of the
solution process.

ii) The joint precoder and receiving equalizer design based
on the sum-rate maximization design [20] (denoted as the
max-rate design):

max
Vk , b ,Uk , b , ∀k , ∀b

K∑

k=1

log (1 + γk,b)

s.t. γk,b ≥ γ̄k ,b ,∀k
‖vn,b‖1 ≤ min {pn,b − pmin , pmax − pn,b} , ∀n, ∀b

(24)

Since the solution of the optimization problem in (24) is
similar to that in [20], we do not give the details of the
solution process.

From the above two optimization problem formulations of
the MMSE and max-rate designs, we can observe that these
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two designs still fail to consider both ICI and IUI mitigations
simultaneously in multi-user multi-cell VLC systems, resulting
in the transmission rate loss according to the rate loss analysis
in Section IV-A. Hence, this motivates us to propose the joint
precoder and equalizer design based on IA in multi-user multi-
cell MIMO VLC systems.

D. Computational Complexity Analysis

Here, we analyze the computational complexity of the pro-
posed design and compare it with the MMSE and max-
rate designs. For our proposed design, in order to up-
date the receiving equalizer uk,b for the user (k, b), it
requires the following computational operations: (i) com-
puting

∑B
b ′=1

∑K
m=1 Hb ′

k,bvm,b ′vT
m,b ′H

b ′T
k,b in O(2BKNtNr +

BKN 2
t ), (ii) computing the inversion in O(N 3

r ), and (iii) the
matrix multiplications of commuting Hb ′

k,bvm,b ′ in O(NtNr ).
Then, the total computational complexity of updating the receiv-
ing equalizers uk,b , k = 1, . . . ,K, b = 1, . . . , B for all users in
all cells is O(BK(2BKNtNr +BKN 2

t +NtNr +N 3
r )). In

order to get the precoder vk,b , we directly solve the trans-
formed optimization problem (14) using the CVX software
package, and the complexity for the precoder calculation in
the problem (14) isO(B(Nt +NrK)9/2 log(1/ζ)) [40], where
ζ is the accuracy target. Then, the overall complexity of the
proposed design is O(L(BK(BKNtNr +BKN 2

t +NtNr +
N 3
r +B(Nt +NrK)9/2 · log(1/ζ))), where L denotes the

number of the iterations until the convergence of the proposed
design. When applying the MMSE design, the total complex-
ity of this design is O(L(BK(BKNtNr +BKN 2

t +NtNr +
N 3
r +B(Nt +NrK)9/2 log(1/ζ))). Through the above com-

plexity analysis of the two existing designs, our proposed design
has the similar complexity as the MMSE design. It is necessary
to note that the proposed design and the MMSE design have a
higher computational complexity than that of the max-rate de-
sign in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems, but they can
provide a better performance than the max-rate design, and we
will give the performance analysis in the next section.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
joint precoder and equalizer design and compare it with the
MMSE design and the max-rate design. In order to make the
fair performance comparison, the channel estimation error is
considered in both the MMSE and max-rate designs.

The system parameters used in this paper are listed in Ta-
ble I. The receiving plane is 2.15 m below the room ceiling.
For the channel estimation error, we use the normalized error
standard deviation: σ = δe/(||vec(H̃b ′

k,b)||1/NtNr ) [16]. The
spacing between two adjacent LED lamps in the same cell and
the spacing between two PDs of each user are denoted by Lt
and Lr , respectively. The four LED lamps in each cell are in-
stalled at the center of ceiling. Without loss of generality, the
optical power pn,b of each LED lamp is set to be identical as
pn,b = p, ∀n, ∀b, and the limited dynamic range of the optical

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. The SINR distribution. (a) Without any design. (b) With our proposed
design. (c) With the MMSE design. (d) With the max-rate design.

power p per LED lamp can be varied from 4 to 22 W (note: pmin
= 4 W, pmax = 22 W) [41].

A. Received SINR Distribution

Fig. 2 shows the SINR distributions of one cell (i.e. a quarter
of the room) for different designs, where the spacing of LED
lamps is Lt = 0.7 m and the optical power per LED lamp is 12
W. From Fig. 2, we can observe that the SINR values on the
boundaries of adjacent cells are low, especially for the original
SINR distribution without any design in Fig. 2(a). However, our
proposed joint precoder and equalizer design based on IA signif-
icantly outperforms other designs in terms of the average SINR
performance on the boundaries of adjacent cells, because our
proposed design aims to choose optimal precoders and receiv-
ing equalizers based on the IA technique, which can effectively
minimize the ICI. Therefore, our proposed design based on IA
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Fig. 3. Three cases of users’ locations for the four-cell VLC system.

TABLE II
LOCATIONS OF THE IN THE CELL 1 (UNIT: M)

has the advantage of the ICI suppression in multi-cell VLC
systems.

B. Sum Rate and BER Performance

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance with the three
cases of the users locations. Firstly, we give the following three
cases of users’ locations when the spacing of LED lamps and
PDs are Lt = 0.7 m and Lr = 0.07 m, receptively. The three
cases of users locations are shown in Fig. 3. Here, we only give
parameters with one quadrant (i.e. Cell 1) of the indoor room
in Table II, due to the geometric symmetry of the locations
of four cells in the room. Case I: users locate in the totally
overlapped area, where they suffer ICI from other three adjacent
cells. Case II: users locate in the partially overlapped area, where
they suffer ICI only from one adjacent cell. Case III: users locate
in the non-overlapped area, where they do not suffer ICI from
adjacent cells. All users in the above three cases receive IUI in
its own cell.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the throughput and BER performance
of the three designs with the different optical power levels and
three cases of users locations, when the channel estimation error
is σ = 0.025. We can see that all the three designs enhance the
system performance as the optical power increases when p is
less than pave = (pmin + pmax)/2 = 16 W, but the performance
degrades when p exceeds pave . This is because the constraint
in (14d) determines the available set of precoding matrix. The
feasible range of precoding matrix becomes large as p increases
when p ≤ pave , hence a better solution can be obtained in the
system with this broader range of precoding matrix. In contrast,
the feasible range of the precoding matrix becomes limited with
the increase of p when p ≥ pave , which degrades the system
performance under this situation.

From Figs. 4 and 5, we can observe that the performance of
the Case III is better than that of the Cases I and II. This is

Fig. 4. Average throughput per cell vs. optical power per LED lamp.

Fig. 5. Average BER performance vs. optical power per LED lamp.

because that the users in last two cases suffer ICI from adjacent
cells, which degrades the system performance, especially the
users in Case I suffer serious ICI due to their locations in the
totally overlapped area.

From Figs. 4 and 5, our proposed design achieves much higher
throughput and better BER performance than other two designs.
Especially, the advantage becomes more significant in the high
optical power region (from 8 to 22 W). This is because the in-
terference is one of the key factors on the data rate loss as the
background noise is no longer dominant. Our proposed joint
precoder and equalizer design based on IA mitigates both IUI
and ICI effectively, and hence the performance is improved
compared with other two designs. As shown in Fig. 4, when
the optical power is 12 W per LED lamp, our proposed de-
sign achieves a throughput improvement of up to 18.2% and
28.7% compared with the MMSE design and the max-rate de-
sign under Case I, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, our pro-
posed design can save about 1.4 and 4.3 W transmit optical
power per LED lamp as compared with the MMSE design and
the max-rate design at a target BER of 10−3 under Case I,
respectively.
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Fig. 6. (a) Average throughput per cell. (b) Average BER vs. different numbers
of users per cell.

C. Impact of Different Numbers of Users Per cell

Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the average throughput per cell and
average BER performance under different numbers of users per
cell when the optical power per LED is p = 12 W and the chan-
nel estimation error is σ = 0.025. (Note: We run the simulation
500 times with random user locations and obtain the average
statistics). We can observe that both the average throughput per
cell and the average BER increase with the increased number of
users per cell. When there are more users within a cell, the inter-
user interference becomes higher, which has a negative effect
on the throughput improvement and the BER performance. That
is why the throughput improvement is not obviously when the
number of users is large in VLC systems. However, compared
with the other designs, the proposed design based on IA has
the better performance by effectively suppressing both the IUI
and ICI. Moreover, the gap of the performances obtained by the
proposed design and the other two designs becomes larger with
the increased number of users, which indicates that the proposed
design is more suitable for VLC systems with a large number
of users.

D. Impact of Channel Uncertainty and LED/PD Spacing

In Figs. 7(a) and (b), we show the throughput and BER perfor-
mance for all the three designs under different levels of channel
estimation error (we take the Case I as an example), when the
optical power per LED is p = 12 W, and the spacing of LED
lamps and spacing of PDs are Lt = 0.7 m and Lr = 0.07 m,
respectively. It can be observed that the performance of all three
approaches degrades as the increase of channel estimation error
value. This is because under a relatively high channel estima-
tion error value, the optimal design of precoders and receiving
equalizers is unable to cancel IUI and ICI perfectly, and hence
the degradation of the system performance at the high chan-
nel estimation error value becomes obviously. However, among
the three designs, the max-rate design is most sensitive to the
channel estimation error, while our proposed design based on
IA achieves the better performance than other two designs over
all the channel estimation error values.

Fig. 7. (a) Average throughput per cell. (b) Average BER against the channel
estimation error.

Fig. 8. (a) Average throughput per cell. (b) Average BER vs. the spacing of
LEDs/PDs.

Figs. 8(a) and (b) depict the throughput and BER performance
for all the three designs with different LED/PD spacing (Lt ,Lr )
in cm (we take the Case I as an example), when the optical power
per LED lamp is p = 12 W and the channel estimation error is
σ = 0.025. We can see that a smaller LED/PD spacing results in
a considerable throughput reduction. This is because the smaller
LED/PD spacing leads to a higher channel correlation in the
MIMO VLC system, resulting in the noise enhancement at the
receivers. However, our proposed design still achieves the best
throughput and BER performance among the three designs.

In short, our proposed design achieves the better throughput
and BER performance than the other two designs under the
different channel estimation error and small LED/PD spacing
in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC systems.

E. Convergence of the Three Designs

Fig. 9 presents the performance convergence of the achievable
throughput per cell for the three designs when the transmit
optical power is 12 W per LED lamp, the channel estimation
error is σ = 0.025 as well as the spacing of LEDs/PDs are Lt =
0.7 m andLr = 0.07 m. We can see that the proposed design has
almost the same convergence rate as the other two designs, and
the throughput converges after about 22 iterations. Moreover,
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Fig. 9. Convergence for the three designs.

the proposed design achieves the higher throughput than other
two designs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel joint precoder and
receiving equalizer design based on IA for multi-user multi-cell
MIMO VLC systems under imperfect CSI, in order to effectively
mitigate both IUI and ICI. Specifically, we formulate the joint
optimization problem by minimizing the system MSE under the
unique optical power constraints in VLC. Furthermore, we take
into account the channel estimation error in our formulated op-
timization problem when designing the optimal precoders and
receiving equalizers in multi-user multi-cell MIMO VLC sys-
tems. Numerical results show that the proposed design achieves
a better system capacity and BER performance as compared
with the MMSE and max-rate designs. When the optical power
is 12 W per LED lamp, our proposed scheme achieves a through-
put improvement of up to 18.2% and 28.7% as compared with
the MMSE and max-rate designs, respectively. In addition, the
proposed design saves about 1.4 and 4.3 W optical power per
LED lamp as compared with the MMSE and max-rate designs,
respectively, at a targeted BER of 10−3. In our future work, we
will apply this design in integrated visible light communication
and positioning (VLCP) systems [42].
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